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RESUME OF HARRY ELIAS HANDLER 
Harry Handler was born in 
Butte, Montana, in 1925. He 
served in the Army of the 
United States for three years 
during World War II, princi-
pally as a platoon leader with 
the 96th Infantry Division in 
the Philippine Islands and 
Okinawa. 
After leaving the Army in 
1946, he attended the Univer-
sity of Washington in Seattle 
for two years studying Elec-
trical Engineering. In 1948, 
he transferred to the Univer-
sity of California at Los 
Angeles where he majored in 
physics and received his B.S. 
and M. s. degrees in 1949 and 
1951, respectively. His doc-
toral research at UCLA was 
under the direction of Profes-
sor J. R. Richardson. The 
title of his thesis was 
"Gamma-Gamma Angular Correla-
tion in the Decay of Chlorine-
3 4 ... 
After receiving his Doctor of Philosophy in 1955, he 
was employed by the Hanford Atomic Products Operation of the 
General Electric Company at Richland, Washington. During 
his three years with HAPO, he was partially responsible for 
the construction, testing, and operation of the Physical 
Constants Test Reactor and the Thermal Test Reactor; was 
engaged in the measurement of reactor parameters using these 
reactors; and was involved in the design and execution of 
subcritical experiments for determining the critical masses 
of certain water-moderated lattices of enriched uraniuQ 
rods. He taught Nuclear Physics at the G. E. School of 
Nuclear Engineering while in Richland. 
Since 1958, he has been with the Department of Physics 
at the Naval Postgraduate School except during 1966 and 1967 
when he was on leave of absence, working with the Research 
Analysis Corporation in Vietnam. At the Na val Postgraduate 
School, his research has been in the areas of reactor and 
nuclear physics. He has served as Chairman of the Reactor 
Operating Committee and as Academic Associate for the 
Weapons Engineering Curricula. Re was promoted to Professor 
in 1964. 
He is a member of the American Physical Society, the 
American Nuclear Society, Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, and Pi Hu 
Epsilon. 
